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Abstract

Remote Visual Inspection (RVI) is a common approach to understanding the health of key com-

ponents and sub-structures within nuclear power plants, particularly in difficult to access and high

dosage areas. Interpretation of inspection footage is a manual intensive procedure and challenges

arise in localizing and dimensioning defects directly from a video feed, which may be subject to

uncertainty from a range of sources such as lens distortion, non-uniform lighting and lack of depth

from a monocular camera system. A common approach to addressing these issues is to develop a

scaling factor based on identifying a reference object of known dimensions in the image and using

this to size regions of interest. Manual, accurate identification of these reference objects is onerous,

time consuming and prone to variation across different human experts, therefore, robust identifica-

tion of suitable reference objects in an automated, reliable and repeatable manner is of significant

value. In this paper we evaluate two approaches for the automated detection of reference objects

in the inspection of graphite cores in the UK’s fleet of Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors (AGR). The

first method is a multistep approach using tools from mathematical morphology. The approach

uses a genetic algorithm to “grow” suitable structuring elements, refine the order of operations and

remove operations proposed by the human designer that have a negative impact on performance.

The second approach uses semantic segmentation, a technique which is normally applied to scene

labeling in computer vision applications, applied to produce a binary mask, separating the refer-

ence object from the background. We show that this second method performs significantly better

than the mathematical morphology approach when applied to the identification of brick interface

keyways in AGR inspection images. Though improved in terms of accuracy, it is recognized that a

greater initial effort is required to train the approach, and as it utilizes black-box neural network

approaches, the greater transparency offered by the mathematical morphology approach is lost.

While explicability of techniques is often a highly desirable characteristic of automated analysis

techniques applied to health assessment within nuclear power plants, the results of the reference

object detection can be made explicit to the end user, ensuring that the human analyst is retained

within the decision-making process thus mitigating the need for transparency.

Keywords — Transfer learning, Hit-or-miss transform, Nuclear power plant
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important activity required for the continued safe operation of nuclear power plants is

a detailed understanding of the condition of the reactor internals. Inspections carried out during

routine planned periodic outages are a primary means of understanding the health of the reactor

internals. The type and frequency of inspections, vary between different countries and reactor

designs, but the underlying approach is common. This approach is to gather appropriate and

representative data on key components and manually evaluate and report the condition of these

components for return to service of the plant. This evaluation tends to encompass the two related

activities of detection of predefined indicators of health and the subsequent quantification of the

severity of these indicators. Traditionally this evaluation is a manually intensive and laborious

process undertaken by a domain specialist drawing upon years of operational experience. The types

of inspection data usually gathered and interpreted are either videos and images from remote visual

inspection equipment or, where volumetric assessment is required, ultrasonic scans, or similar.

Recent advances in processing and analyzing condition monitoring data have shown consid-

erable benefits which can be gained through application of data-driven analysis techniques [1, 2].

However, when decisions are being made to return the reactor to service there is burden of expli-

cability, or justification to regulator, which poses challenges for adopting many of the black-box

data driven techniques.

In this paper we focus on the application of tools from machine learning, mathematical mor-

phology and mathematical optimization to support visual inspection, and in particular the reliable

and repeatable detection of reference objects with a known shape and physical dimensions observed

in inspection videos. Importantly, the application of these techniques is framed as decision sup-

port, rather than a fully autonomous approaches, which means the human analyst is still retained

in the decision making process. We compare and contrast two different state-of-the-art approaches

to object detection, one drawn from mathematical morphology coupled with optimization and one

from semantic segmentation using deep neural networks (DNN) in terms of their accuracy and

explicability. A case study targeting visual inspection of AGR cores is provided, with a focus on

detecting keyways as reference objects. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section

I.A provides a review of state-of-the-art in automated interpretation of reactor internal inspection

videos, Section I.B provides a brief background of AGR core inspection and Section I.C details the
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nature of keyways in inspection images. Section II introduces the novel methods for detecting key

ways in AGR footage and outlines a method for very accurately measuring the dimensions of the

keyways. Section III compares and contrasts the techniques and discusses their application within

a remote visual inspection context with Section IV finishing with the conclusion of the paper that

for detection of keyways in AGR footage that semantic segmentation yield excellent results while

the optimized morphology yields very good results and is much better in terms of explicability.

I.A. Related Work

The components, degradation mechanisms and types of data gathered varies greatly across

different reactor types. In the CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactor design, the zirco-

nium alloy pressure tubes which form the fuel channels are inspected ultrasonically, where a multi-

headed ultrasonic probe is used to gather precise depth measurements over the full inner surface of

the tube, and any individual depth measurement which breaches a pre-determined threshold needs

to be assessed and evaluated under fitness for service criteria before restart of the station [3, 4].

Reactors of the VVER design are also inspected using ultrasonic equipment. The examination of

the vessel inner surface combines ultrasonic data with eddy current analysis to gain information

about the condition of reactor welds and perform clad surface examinations [5]. Boiling Water

Reactor (BWR) and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) are thick-walled pressure vessels where

routine inspection of the welds is required [6]. Inspections are usually performed underwater in the

pressure vessel and inspections are performed using remotely operated submersibles [7, 8, 9] with

the footage manually assessed. In Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) stations, the graphite fuel

channels are inspected through a combination of visual inspection and accurate physical channel

bore, tilt and ovality measurements [10, 1, 11].

This paper is focussed on extracting useful information from remote visual inspection data

and there has already been some work undertaken in the application of automated analysis of

image data in the nuclear industry. To date these have focussed on supporting the detection of

defects and regions of interest such as cracks. Ref. [12] focus on the automated detection of cracks

on steel plates using a three stage approach consisting of segmentation, filtering out areas of weld

and anomaly detection. This approach performs much better on a limited dataset when compared

with the morphology approach for crack detection proposed by [13]. Ref. [14] use advances in deep
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Fig. 1. Example Chanoramas. The brick interfaces are denoted by green vertical lines.

neural networks by retraining existing convolutional neural networks to classify image patches

of both real and laser machined cracks on steel. This approach was compared with a popular

automated crack detection toolbox CrackIT [15] and performed significantly better. Ref. [16]

refine these techniques further to classify individual pixels in image patches as crack/not crack by

building on their deep neural network approach and by aggregating the same region of multiple

frames to classify each pixel. Ref. [17] developed a framework a deep learning framework, based

on a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a Naive Bayes data fusion scheme to detect cracks

in a synthetic dataset that represents internals of nuclear power plant components. This approach

is compared with a prior framework developed by the research team also designed to detect cracks

using local binary patterns, support vector machines and data fusion [18].

Ref. [19] developed a probe for inspecting 3-6 inch diameter pipes for application in inspection

of nuclear reprocessing pipework. This work focussed on a novel means of visualizing the data

(generating the images) rather than supporting the assessment of the generated images. Ref. [11]

present a system ASIST (Automated Software Image Stitching Tool) for automatically converting

in core inspection videos into chanoramas (fuel channel panoramas). Again this approach assists

in the visualization of the data rather than its interpretation. Ref. [20] propose a method for the

automated detection of trepanned holes in the resultant images produced by ASIST with the aim

of calculating scaling factors to allow the accurate sizing of defects such as cracks. The paper also

describes another system for the automated detection of cracks and a novel means of visualizing

crack likelihood in fuel channel images.

Each of these automated approaches aim to aid a skilled operator in the assessment of

inspection images by automatically highlighting areas of interest. These works do not consider how

to use these areas of interest to quantify the severity of any defects observed. The dimensions of a

defect observed in inspection images are unknown so it is important to measure the dimensions of
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these objects. This can be achieved in two ways; accurate camera calibration or using scaling factors

calculated from known physical objects in the images. Camera calibration is used to estimate the

parameters of an optical system to correct any distortions in the recorded images which allows

the measurement of the size of an object in an image in real world units. Camera calibration is

achieved by recording a known standard such as a checker board at multiple different poses to allow

camera parameters to be estimated [21]. Camera calibration is not possible for every optical system

and in cases such as these it is also possible to make accurate real world measurements of objects

of unknown dimension such as cracks using reference objects in the images where the physical

dimensions are known. This is achieved by calculating a scaling factor using this reference object

which equates pixel measurements with real world metric measurements. The system proposed

by [20] calculates scaling factors using trepanned holes but trepanned holes are only present in a

very small minority of AGR fuel channels. In this work we consider the automated detection of

keyways which appear in every fuel channel of 5 of the 7 AGR stations in the UK. Keyways also

have a known dimension which make them very suitable for calculating scaling factors.

I.B. Remote Visual Inspection

Visual inspections are routinely performed by inserting a radiation hardened camera mounted

on a specialized tool [10] and recording the video feed from the camera. This camera is mounted

so that the field of view is looking down the fuel channels but it is possible to record the inside wall

of the fuel channel using a mirror that is part of the inspection tool. The position of this mirror

is controlled by a motor so it is possible to view either down the fuel channel or the side walls

as required. Routine inspection videos consist of 6 overlapping scans with a field of view of 70

degrees. Scans are recorded at 6 different orientations and for each scan the camera tool is rotated

60 degrees which allows the entire inner surface to be recorded. A chanorama is a full montage

spanning the inner surface of a fuel channel created from these scans using a purpose built piece

of software known as ASIST (two examples shown in Figure 1). ASIST works by automatically

decomposing the frames from inspection videos, stitching each scan into an individual strip and

then stitching every scan strip together to form a chanorama.
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Cylindrical Graphite Brick

Cylindrical Graphite Brick

Fig. 2. Keyway schematic.

I.C. Keyways

The graphite bricks used to construct the fuel channels are joined together at the brick

interfaces using four end-face keys on the base of each brick which interlock with keyways on

the top of the brick underneath (see Figure 2). These distinct channel features can be seen

in the chanoramas, see Figure 3. The shape and size of the interlocking keys and keyways at

each station are known and their appearance is reasonably consistent within a single chanorama.

However, keyway appearance can vary significantly from chanorama to chanorama and especially

from station to station due to aging effects and effects from the inspection tool recording the

footage. Furthermore, the chanoramas generated using inspection footage are not perfect due

to distortions and variations in lighting introduced by the camera and imaging system. These

distortions present as the keyways appearing wider when observed in the left or right hand regions

of the chanorama strips compared with keyways observed in the centre of chanorama strips. These

distortions can be negated by recording all features of interest in the centre of the frame which

is the usual procedure when cracks are observed. The width of the keyways is accurately known

for all reactors at the start of life allowing the keyways to serve as accurate reference objects for

equating real world distances to pixel measurements.
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In this paper we focus on the problem of automatically detecting keyway locations and then

automatically measuring their pixel dimensions regardless of which station they belong to. The

imperfections described above make designing a generalized keyway detection framework challeng-

ing.

There are a number of problems associated with chanoramas where knowing the location and

widths of every single keyway would be useful. These include

• Calculating scaling factors to measure the width of defects observed in the fuel channels

during inspections as demonstrated by Ref. [20].

• Estimating the rotational drift of the camera as it transverses the fuel channel during each

scan.

• Estimating errors in strip placement by considering the relative positions of keyways and

their relative differences.

• Registering images from the same fuel channel recorded during different inspections.

To manually label and measure the dimensions of every keyway for each chanorama would be

a very time consuming process for a skilled human operator and prone to variation from different

operators. Therefore, a reliable and repeatable automated means of detecting and measuring the

keyways is of great benefit and can offer significant time savings.

We present two new automated methods for detecting and locating keyways. The first

considers a tool from mathematical morphology known as the Hit-or-Miss Transform [22] combined

with suitable pre and post-processing. Mathematical morphology has been applied to a wide range

of problems and achieves considerable success in the automated detection of various different

objects in images ranging from ship detection in satellite images [23] to galaxies in astronomical

images [24]. It is also very suitable for this type of problem due to the fact that it natively works

on pixel by pixel basis as opposed to an object basis. This framework is optimized using a genetic

algorithm to provide a robust and transparent framework to automatically detect keyways. While

prior research [25, 26] uses a genetic algorithm to design a single structuring element to perform an

image processing operation, our system designs multiple structuring elements, orders their use and

combines them in the most effective way to construct a classifier suitable for labeling individual

pixels as keyway/not keyway.
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The second method considers a state-of-the-art technique from deep learning known as se-

mantic segmentation which classifies every pixel in the chanorama images. Semantic segmentation

using deep neural networks has demonstrated exceptional performance in labeling natural scenes

[27]. The problem considered in this work is different as we have one pixel class of interest (key-

ways) and we are not concerned with labeling the rest of the scene. We adapt Segnet, a semantic

segmentation framework by using transfer learning to automatically label keyway pixels. Transfer

learning of deep neural networks is a technique which uses a pretrained neural network and replaces

the appropriate layers to allow the network to be used for different problems [28]. Semantic seg-

mentation and Segnet in particular is still very suitable for the task of keyway detection due to the

fact it also works on a pixel by pixel basis and is capable of achieving the high performance typical

of deep neural network approaches. Deep learning frameworks for classification and labeling tend

to provide better performance than more traditional techniques such as mathematical morphology

in image processing but lack the explicability of operation that is required in the tightly regulated

nuclear industry. Furthermore they are very computationally expensive during the training stages

in comparison to morphological approaches.

We compare the performance of each method and outline the advantages and disadvantages

of each method. We also propose an algorithm to very accurately measure keyway dimensions

in pixels using the detection locations from the previous methods as seed points. These tools

provide very fast and repeatable ways of detecting keyways and performing automated analysis

compared with a human operator which can result in reduced time for inspections. While this

paper focuses on a refinable object detector in the context of AGR core inspection imagery, the

proposed frameworks could be adapted to detecting physical features of know shape in other

types of imagery. The key contributions of this paper are two methods suitable for the accurate

localization of keyways in AGR inspection images. The choice of which to use depends on whether

performance or explicability are more important in practice.

II. AUTOMATED KEYWAY DETECTION

In this section we describe the algorithms used to automatically detect keyways. To detect

keyways in a general way suitable for all reactor inspection footage, a robust and repeatable tech-

nique is required which efficiently returns keyway locations. A simple method using a 1D intensity
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Fig. 3. Examples of keyways showing significant variation due to the images being recorded in
different fuel channels or stations.

Fig. 4. Attempting to detect keyways using corner detection. The corners detected are denoted
by green + symbols.

plot representing the sum of the pixel values for each row and searching for peaks corresponding to

the keyway sides was considered, but was not sufficiently robust to accommodate instances where

brick interfaces were not perfectly horizontal. It was also not able to discriminate between inter-

faces and other features from the image which share similar properties to the keyways. However,

this approach is still useful to very accurately refine the exact position of the keyway sides after

the keyways have been localized using other methods by considering only the local area for each

keyway detection. Furthermore, due to the rectangular nature of the keyways shown in Figure

3, it is reasonable to assume that it may be possible to detect keyways using automated corner

detection techniques. However this was not found to be the case. Given in Figure 4 is an example

of a brick interface containing four keyway where we attempt to accurately detect the corners using

the FAST algorithm [29], minimum eigenvalue algorithm [30] and Harris-Stephens algorithm [31].

This approach does not work and results in both missed keyway corners (false negatives) and a

large number of false positives in undesirable locations. A large number of these false positives
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Pre-processing

Compare with 
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Fig. 5. Outline of keyway detection algorithm.

occur on the seams of the chanorama strips and would present a significant challenge in using

corner detection methods as a means of locating keyways. Therefore, it is clear that we require a

frameworks which detects the characteristic shape of the entire keyway.

II.A. Keyway Detection Using Mathematical Morphology

We first present a multistage approach using tools from mathematical morphology to auto-

matically detect keyways in chanorama images. It is possible to automatically detect brick interface

locations in chanoramas with very high accuracy [20] and since the keyways (when present) are

only seen at the interface, we need only consider these small horizontal regions of the chanorama

when searching for keyways. Given in Figure 5 is a diagram outlining the overall approach.

The first step in the detection process is to calculate the complement image and remove noise

from Figure 6(a) using a median filter and a morphological opening resulting in Figure 6(b). For
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 6. Interface strip images during each stage. (a) Original image, (b) complement image with
noise removed, (c) binary image with a selected number of brightest pixels in each column as
foreground, (d) binary keyway detection mask after applying the HMT, (e) dilation of binary
detection mask, (f) binary detection mask overlaid on original image, (g) binary detection mask
compared with ground truth.

a binary image X, the morphological opening is defined as

O = (X 	 b)⊕ b (1)

where 	 denotes erosion, ⊕ denotes dilation and b is a structuring element designed for a particular

application by the user. Erosion and dilation are the fundamental operations used in mathematical

morphology which increase or decrease the area of foreground objects respectively in a binary or

grayscale image. Erosion is defined as

X 	 b = {x|bx ⊆ X} (2)
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and dilation is defined as

X ⊕ b = {x|(b̂)x ∩X 6= ∅} (3)

where b̂ denotes the reflection of the structuring element (SE) b [32]. In our approach, these op-

erations are applied to the image complement before enhancing the image contrast using gamma

correction.We then exploit the fact that we are seeking horizontal lines to obtain a binary image

by thresholding the brightest k pixels for each column in the de-noised, contrast enhanced, image

complement. To locate the keyways in the resulting binary mask, another transform from Math-

ematical Morphology known as the Hit-or-Miss Transform (HMT) [22, 33, 34] is proposed as a

robust approach. The HMT is a template matching method which uses two complementary SEs,

bfg and bbg where bfg
⋂
bbg = ∅ . The HMT detects locations where the image foreground matches

bfg while simultaneously bbg matches the image background. The HMT for the binary set X, may

be defined as follows:

HMT(bfg,bbg)X = (X 	 bfg)
⋂

(XC 	 bbg) (4)

where XC denotes the complement of X. Applying the HMT to the binary image obtained by

thresholding, as shown in Figure 6(c), yields a binary detection mask where one valued (white)

pixels represent the presence of keyways - see Figure 6(d). We can further refine this binary

detection mask by applying the following post-processing rules

1. Any detected pixels which lie upon the already detected brick interface are removed;

2. The binary detection mask is dilated using a small rectangular structuring element to connect

any small clusters of detection pixels which are in close proximity (left of Figure 6(d));

3. Clusters of pixels whose area is greater than Amax pixels based on the known physical size

of keyways are removed;

4. Clusters of pixels whose area is less than Amin pixels are assumed to be noise and are thus

removed.

These post processing steps are useful for removing false positive detections introduced by noise in

the images as well as erroneous detections made at the brick interface (whose location is already
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known). The final result shown in Figure 6(e) is a binary detection mask where each pixel cluster

represents the location of each keyway in the image. Choosing suitable shapes and sizes for mor-

phological structuring elements required for the HMT and postprocessing of the binary detection

mask is a non-trivial task and can require considerable expertise. Furthermore, due to large varia-

tions in the appearance of keyways observed between channels and stations and the large number

of parametersa within the proposed framework, it would be very difficult for a human operator to

manually fix these parameters in an optimal way for general application of the algorithm to data

from all stations. A genetic algorithm (GA) is an excellent choice for addressing this particular

challenge due to its ability to converge to a global minimum for a wide range of problems and

due to its native support for mixed integer programming [35, 36, 37]. This is particularly useful

as all SE sizes correspond to integer numbers of pixels and, given a list of common shapes (disk,

line, square, etc.), the genetic algorithm can also be used to determine the most suitable one to be

used for a particular application. For any optimization routine an objective function is required

to minimize and, in the case of the genetic algorithm, this is known as the fitness function. A

suitable fitness function to maximize keyway detection performance is the negative value of the

F1 score. Further details of this metric are described and presented in the results section where

the same F1 score is also used to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. In practice, for

the specific application of detecting keyways in AGR fuel channels it is also possible to exploit

the regular placement of these features in the chanoramas to improve the performance. Doing so

makes it possible to impose a regular lattice structure on the detection map in order to predict

and interpolate the position of any keyways missed by the HMT as well as to remove false positive

detection which do not conform to the expected structure. In this paper, however, we evaluate the

more general algorithm described here without this extension to present its generality for a wider

range of applications.

II.B. Keyway Detection using Semantic Segmentation

We now consider a state-of-the-art technique originally designed for segmenting natural scenes

and apply it to automatically label the pixels of a chanorama into two classes keyway or non keyway.

For this work we consider Segnet developed by [27] and implemented as part of the MATLAB

aExamples include the dimensions of the various structuring elements and pixel areas of detection objects in

binary detection masks.
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Computer Vision Toolbox. Segnet was originally designed for the automated segmentation of

video footage recorded from automobile camera with possible applications in self driving cars

and was trained using the CamVid dataset [38] from the University of Cambridge. Segnet takes

each frame and labels every pixel as one of a finite number of predetermined classes such as car,

lorry, bicycle, building, tree, etc. Segnet is one type of convolutional neural network (CNN), a

deep neural network specifically designed for image classification tasks. Since the publication of

[39], it is now feasible to train a deep neural network from scratch to automatically classify images.

Convolutional neural networks not only classify images into different classes, they also learn features

(visual descriptors) that are used to classify the data. This is contrary to a more traditional image

classification framework which usually operates using custom crafted features (eg. SURF [40]) to

extract features for each image in a data set and then uses a separate classification stage. The

main disadvantage of training a CNN from scratch is that a CNN requires enormous amounts of

data, typically in the tens of thousands of instances to learn these features. Training is also very

computationally expensive and can take many days on a modern GPU. However it is possible to

repurpose a pretrained deep neural network using transfer learning. This is due to the fact that

many of the visual descriptors calculated during training for a CNN may still be applicable in

different image classification tasks. Retraining is achieved by removing specific layers from the

deep neural network, replacing them with layers appropriate to the new classification task and fine

tuning the network using a much smaller data set with examples of the new image classes. A more

detailed introduction to deep neural networks is beyond the scope of this paper so the reader is

directed to Ref. [41] for further information.

We repurpose Segnet to automatically detect keyways at the interfaces of bricks using transfer

learning and the same training and testing datasets we used in the previous section to optimize

the mathematical morphology approach. There are a number of challenges to overcome to allow

Segnet to work with our dataset. Segnet requires image in a very specific format to work with the

pre-existing neural network. It requires all images used to retrain the network to be exactly in the

same format as the original network images. While this will not present much of a challenge for

many applications, the images of the keyway strips are significantly larger than Segnet’s training

images (360× 480 pixels) while the keyway strips are typically (150× 3000 to 150× 3500 pixels).

Two potential solutions to this problem are to either further tile the images into the data set into
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Fig. 7. Keyway strip image distorted to dimensions suitable for use with Segnet.

a suitable size or resize the images. Given that tiling could possibly break a keyway into multiple

images and resizing is still required as the image height is less than half that required by Segnet, the

best approach is to resize the images to match Segnet’s requirements. This results in a significant

distortion of the keyway strip images as shown in Figure 7 but this does not degrade performance

as it is the difference in features that is important and the images can be reshaped as required

after classification is performed. This is demonstrated in Section III.B.

II.C. Keyway Regrowing

Thus far we have presented two possible approaches to automatically locate keyways in

chanorama images. In Section III we will demonstrate that while both approaches locate the

keyway with a high degree of accuracy, neither return a clean binary detection mask that could be

used to ascertain the keyway’s dimensions. Using the centroids of objects in the binary detection

mask generated by either algorithm as a seed point, we can accurately locate the side walls of

the keyway and the top and the bottom if needed. We do this by considering each individual

keyway in turn resulting in images like that shown in Figure 8. This image is then converted to

a 1D signal by summing each individual column’s intensity. This results in a 1D signal with the

same number of points as the input image width. The sides of the keyways appear in this signal

as a sharp intensity change. To aid in the automated extraction of these locations, the signal is

passed through a high pass filter to remove all but sudden changes in intensity resulting in Figure
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9. The two strongest positive peaks now correspond to the locations of the sides of the keyway in

the original image and can be easily detected using a standard peak detection algorithm. These

positions can then be plotted on the original image as shown in shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 8. Original keyway image.
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Fig. 9. Detecting the sides of a keyway by converting to a 1D signal.

III. RESULTS

To evaluate the overall performance and test generalization of each detection framework,

suitable performance metrics must by chosen. The detection of keyways in a chanorama image

can be considered a binary classification problem. We can label the two classes as either positive

i.e. keyway present and negative i.e. keyway absent. Popular choices of performance metrics

for binary classification problems include true positive rate (recall), false positive rate (fall out),
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Fig. 10. The sides automatically detected are marked with a red cross.

precision, accuracy, etc. However, some of these metrics require a finite number of true negatives

and, for each of the frameworks proposed herein, at the object level, there are virtually infinite

true negatives. A suitable performance metric for assessing our proposed techniques is therefore

the Fβ Score. This is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall and is defined as

Fβ = (1 + β2)
Precision× Recall

(β2 × Precision) + Recall
(5)

where Precision and Recall are defined by

Precision =
Σ True Positives

Σ True Positives + Σ False Positives
(6)

and

Recall =
Σ True Positives

Σ True Positives + Σ False Negatives
(7)

The most commonly used variation is the F1 score in which precision and recall are weighted

equally (β = 1).

To evaluate statistical performance on this particular problem we consider a data set of 19

chanoramas in total. While this appears to be a small dataset, each chanorama contains 9 brick

interfaces with at least 4 keyways so the overall dataset contains in excess of 600 keyways. In

some cases, chanoramas have 5 keyways per brick layer due to one scan being repeated in what is

known as a 7 strip chanoramab. Some of these additional keyways are only partially visible so they

bChanoramas are typically constructed from 6 scans but the final result may contain 7 scan images with the first

scan repeated after the last scan. The purpose of this is to ensure that all regions are completely imaged without

breaks in features. This results in some parts of the channel being repeated and when keyways lie on the edge of

the first image strip, they can be repeated.
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TABLE I
HMT keyway detection results.

Actual
Positive Negative

Prediction
Positive TP = 308 FP = 25
Negative FN = 43 TN: NA

are considered unique for the purposes of evaluating the detection frameworks but not considered

when evaluating the keyway dimension algorithm.

III.A. Mathematical Morphology

To evaluate the performance of our proposed methods, objects in the final detection mask

produced by the proposed algorithm are compared with a manually created ground truth binary

mask. For a detection to be considered valid, the number of overlapping pixels in the automati-

cally produced detection mask and the ground truth mask must exceed a predefined thresholdc.

Parameters (SE sizes, shapes, thresholds) were optimized using 10 of the chanoramas (4 different

stations) from the data set of 19 chanoramas. We evaluated the algorithm’s performance on a

test set of the remaining 9 chanoramas (5 different stations including the 4 in the training set)

containing 351 keyways. While many machine learning approaches typically split the data 70/30

for training and testing, this distribution was chosen to ensure multiple chanoramas from each

station were contained in both the testing and training sets. Due to the large number of keyways

in each chanorama, excellent performance can still be achieved with this relatively small training

data set. The results from evaluating the proposed algorithm on the 9 chanoramas is summarized

in Table I. In this table, TP denotes true positives, FP denoted false positives, FN denotes false

negatives and TN denotes true negatives. The number of true negatives is not applicable (NA)

for this particular problem as there are virtually infinite permutations of pixel groups that are not

keyways. For this keyway detection framework, precision was calculated to be 92.4% with a recall

of 87.7% yielding an F1 score of 90.1%. This detection framework may also be applied to every

brick interface in a full chanorama and the results are summarized in Figure 11.

cIn the unlikely case that the HMT was a perfect fit for every or a large number of keyways, the optimization

routine would determine a lower threshold of zero.
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Fig. 11. Summary image showing all the interfaces of a single chanorama with all keyways detected
using the HMT highlighted in red.

TABLE II
Semantic segmentation keyway detection results.

Actual
Positive Negative

Prediction
Positive TP = 347 FP = 1
Negative FN =4 TN: NA

III.B. Semantic Segmentation

We consider the exact same training and test dataset and performance metrics when evalu-

ating the performance of the semantic segmentation keyway detection framework. Given in Table

II is a summary of the performance for this approach. The only post processing rule required to

improve performance is the suppression of detection objects in the binary detection mask with

an area below a threshold which can be determined empirically. Using this approach precision

was calculated to be 99.7% with a recall of 98.9% yielding an F1 score of 99.2%, all considerably

better than achieved using the optimized HMT approach. This detection framework was also

applied to every interface of the same chanorama as Figure 11 and this yields Figure 12. It is

clear by comparing Table II and Table I that semantic segmentation has performed significantly

better. Comparing Figure 11 and 12, we see that semantic segmentation detects the two keyways

that the HMT missed. Accurately locating every keyway within the chanorama significantly re-

duces the complexity of analyzing the keyway positions to determine further information about

the chanorama image, the placement of strips, etc.
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Fig. 12. Summary image showing all the interfaces of a single chanorama with all keyways detected
using semantic segmentation highlighted in red.

III.C. Keyway Dimensions

To calculate the performance of the algorithm to detect the sides of the keyways we consider

the same test set used above but disregard any incomplete keyways. As each keyway has two

sides this results in a test set of 598 keyway sides. Only exact detections of the keyway sides are

considered. Out of the 598 keyways sides, 567 were detected exactly resulting in an accuracy of

94.8%. Of the missed detections, 27 occurred on one side of a keyway and only in two cases did

the algorithm fail to detect either side of a keyway correctly. Some example results are shown in

Figure 13. The example on the right of this figure is particularly challenging due to the seams

between the strip that form a chanorama but the algorithm detects the correct edge regardless.

Most chanoramas will have at least one column of keyways which exist on chanorama seams so

it is important that the algorithm is robust. In a very small minority of cases, the interface strip

results in a false detection such as the case as shown in Figure 14.

Fig. 13. Examples of side walls automatically detected.
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Fig. 14. Example of a case where the side wall is not correctly determined.

III.D. Execution Time

To determine the time saved using the automated methods presented above, the execution

time for each method was recorded while applying each framework to the entire test set. The

Mathematical Morphology approach takes on average 0.267 seconds to detect every keyway in an

interface strip (each interface strip contains 4 keyways) so approximately 0.067 seconds per keyway.

The semantic segmentation approach takes on average 1.77 seconds to detect every keyway in an

interface strip so approximately 0.443 seconds per keyway. A manual approach can take between

one and two minutes to measure each keyway accurately if you take in to account the time required

to open the very large chanorama file (each chanorama is approximately 180 Megapixels in size),

locate the keyway of interest and make the measurement. The time taken for this approach is very

dependent on the hardware resources available but even for high end hardware it could take many

hours to measure every keyway in a large set of chanoramas recorded during a single inspection

compared with a few minutes to apply the automated approach.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented two unique approaches for automatically locating keyways

in chanorama images and a technique for very accurately measuring the keyway dimensions using

the output of the localization algorithms. Both approaches detect the keyways in a robust and

reliable manner. Applying the keyway measurement algorithm after locating the keyways using

either method allows for the accurate measurement of the dimensions of every keyway in a single

chanorama in under 30 seconds. This activity would take considerably longer for a human operator

to replicate manually and is a very laborious process for large datasets of chanoramas. This could

result in a significant time saving when calculating scaling factors for sizing defects in chanoramas.

Each of the techniques has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of the HMT
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are the relative ease in the design of the detection frame work and a similar technique could be

readily designed for different problems with limited data. The disadvantages of this technique are

its performance as it does always detect every keyway which makes further analysis with keyway

position difficult due to missing data. The main advantage of using the semantic segmentation

approach is its excellent performance to detect nearly every keyway. The only examples where it

fails to detect a keyway are where the interface strip was not cropped correctly when creating the

dataset. The false positive rate is also very low. The disadvantages of using semantic segmentation

are the redeployment of this pretrained models and detection frameworks for new problems and the

lack of transparency on how it works which is a very important safety consideration in the nuclear

industry. Both detection frameworks outlined in this paper locate the keyways but do not provide

exact binary detection masks of the keyway locations. We demonstrated an accurate technique for

locating the exact position of the sidewalls of the keyways using seed locations determined using

either detection technique.

While we focused on applying the techniques outlined in this paper to only detect keyways

regularly placed in chanorama images, both detection frameworks could readily be applied to

detecting different types of physical features in different image types.
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